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Fe a t u r e s

Dachshunds and
their owners take
part in the city’s
first ‘Sausage Walk’
in Hong Kong.
— AFP photos

Do not pass Go. Do not collect $200: Just steal
it. A new version of the decades-old board
game Monopoly encourages players to

cheat, but plastic handcuffs will leave them “locked
up” if they are caught. The aim of the game remains
as it has been since its creation in 1935: to become
the richest player through buying properties and
collecting rent.

But a recent study “revealed that nearly half of
game players attempt to cheat during Monopoly
games, so in 2018, Hasbro decided it was time to
give fans what they’ve been craving all along,” a
statement from Monopoly’s manufacturer said. The
“Cheaters Edition” will be available this autumn. It
adds 15 cheat cards covering the most common
types of traditionally unsportsmanlike play such as
moving tokens more spaces than allowed by the
dice, avoiding rent, or stealing money from the bank.

If they can get away with it before the next
players’ turn, the “cheaters” will be rewarded with
Monopoly money, a hotel, or $200 from the bank.
“But get caught and you’ll pay the consequences!
Pretend handcuffs will leave offenders “chained” to
the board until they are released,” Hasbro says. In
another change, there is no longer a designated
banker. Each player controls the central money
pool during his or her turn-making it easier to pull
off a heist.

While Hasbro says it “has finally decided to
embrace our less-than-honest fans by encouraging
them to partake in those iconic (yet sometimes
unspoken) Monopoly moments,” the new version
has its detractors. “Monopoly is a horrible game,”
and a cheaters’ monopoly would be even more so,
Edward Castronova, a specialist in media and games
at the University of Indiana, told AFP on Friday.

More broadly, the game is “is a completely inaccu-
rate simulation of real economies. If Monopoly’s mod-
el were accurate, there would only be one company in
the world, instead of billions and billions.” More than
275 million copies of Monopoly, in various versions,
have been distributed in 114 countries. — AFP 

Amadcap Japanese great-grandmother armed with a
camera and an appetite for mischief has shot to fame
for taking side-splitting selfies-many of which appear

to put her in harm’s way. Closing in on her 90th birthday,
Kimiko Nishimoto tweaks the nose of fear: she has amassed
more than 41,000 followers in just two months since she
started regularly posting her hilarious snaps on Instagram.
The goofy photos show the fun-loving pensioner riding a
broomstick like Harry Potter or, even more alarmingly,
knocked over in an apparent traffic accident.

“I’ve actually never injured myself taking a photo,”
Nishimoto tells AFP in an interview at her home in
Kumamoto, western Japan.”I’m always focusing hard on tak-
ing a fun photo so I really don’t think about the danger too
much,” she explains. Nishimoto, who only took up photogra-

phy aged 72, reveals she quickly became hooked on the
hobby after being invited to join a local class. “I love my
camera,” adds the sassy octogenarian, who has three grand-
children and six great-grandchildren. “I even sleep with it by
my bedside, just in case. I always have it close.”

A decade later she secured her first solo exhibition-held
in her home town-but Nishimoto’s recent decision to show-
case snaps of her daredevil stunts on social media has now
catapulted her to stardom. Such is her celebrity now that
many fans were shut out of her exhibition at a Tokyo gallery
in December as it struggled to cope with the crowds. “At
first I didn’t even know that my photos were that popular,”
the former housewife muses with a twinkle in her eye,
adding: “It’s not so much that I’m trying to shock people, I
just take photos that I find funny. It’s just a bit of fun really.”

Born in 1928 — the year Emperor Hirohito was
enthroned and Walt Disney created Mickey Mouse-
Nishimoto is disarmingly young at heart and possesses a
wicked sense of humor.  She manages her social media
accounts herself through her smartphone, while her son
helps her to set up some of the shots. Many of Nishimoto’s
photos show her face contorted in mock anguish. In one
instance she is shown having seemingly fallen off a bike as a
car speeds past, narrowly avoiding catastrophe. In another,
she is whizzing along on her motorized buggy while fighting
off a flock of angry birds. In a more risque image that could

pass for a kidnapper’s ransom photo, she is seen wrapped in
a garbage bag.  “It’s not like ideas just suddenly pop into my
head but wherever I go I think about what it would be fun to
dress up as in that place,” she chuckles.

Frilly fairy    
And if you thought modern technology and fancy editing

gadgets were for kids, think again. Nishimoto’s mastery of
montage techniques has her ‘levitating’ in several pictures-
sometimes as a frilly fairy, or while offering a prayer to her late
husband’s shrine. “My husband passed away five years ago but
even today I still show him photos I’ve taken,” explains the
rambunctious senior. “He was always so supportive of whatev-
er I chose to do.” These days Nishimoto lives with a humanoid
robot called Pepper, a model sold in Japan to keep the elderly
company and bought for her by her son-although she confess-
es she has little time for the chatty droid these days.

“Oh, I haven’t switched it on for quite a while,” she sniffs,
reaching for the power button. “It’s more trouble than it’s
worth, the silly thing!” After fetching her camera from her
cluttered home studio, Nishimoto slips into a fluffy one-piece
dog suit to take photos of herself in costume chained to a post
in her garden. “To be honest I don’t think too deeply about
what photography means to me,” she muses. “I just want to
try and bring joy to people. Taking photos is the secret of my
happiness. I’ll keep doing it for as long as I’m alive.” — AFP 

In this picture, Kimiko Nishimoto, dressed in a dog costume, gestures during a self photo shoot
outside her house in the western Japanese city of Kumamoto. — AFP photos

In this picture, Kimiko Nishimoto gestures in front of her picture on the 
opening day of her photo exhibition in Tokyo.

HONG KONG: In a city that likes to dress
up its dogs, 50 dachshunds gathered in
Hong Kong yesterday wearing everything
from patterned winter jumpers to dapper
tweed. It was Hong Kong’s first “sausage
walk”, emulating popular mass dachshund

get-togethers in Britain. The band of
excitable dogs and their owners carved a
path through the heart of the city on a chilly
morning, taking in footbridges, seafood mar-
kets and roadside temples en route. 

Organiser Mat Gallagher said he had

been inspired to get owners and dogs
together after adopting 10-year-old rescue
dachshund Jai Jai six months ago. “They’re
very cool dogs, very chilled out. He’s very
relaxed and likes to be with people,”
Gallagher said, holding Jai Jai, who was
sporting a fleece-lined grey tweed hoodie
with leather buckles. The group congregat-
ed first at one of the city’s few dog parks, on
its famous harbor front.

As they embarked on their walk, they ran
the gamut of delivery drivers, loaded trolleys
and Saturday shoppers on the streets of the
busy Sheung Wan neighborhood.  “Hong
Kong is not a dog-friendly city,” said Ivan Lo,
who had brought dachshunds Kaka and CC
for the walk.  “But they are good friends for
us, for humans, so we still want to own one.”
Gallagher said he hoped 2018 would see
improvements in Hong Kong’s canine land-
scape-the walk ended in a dog-friendly cafe.  

For Isabella Redmayne, six, who came
with dog Boris, the pleasures of owning a
dachshund were simple.  “He’s six-years-old
like I am and he licks me on my face. He likes
to go to sleep on his blanket and he’s really
soft,” she said, adding that she hoped he
would make new friends yesterday.—AFP 

The long and the short: Hong 
Kong sausage dogs go walkies

“ Hong Kong 
is not a 

dog-friendly city “


